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Overview

The Raspberry Pi (https://adafruit.it/Egd) is an amazing little device. It gives you access to low level hardware interfaces that are normally off limits - does your Mac Book Pro have I2C ports? SPI ports? a CSI camera interface? The Pi does. It is also capable of running the full Linux operating system to provide tons of functionality for accessing and programming these interfaces and the hardware peripherals attached to them.

While the whole idea of the Raspberry Pi is to have fun connecting to and learning about its hardware pins, this is best done with some understanding of exactly what the Raspberry Pi is. There are various ways in which the Raspberry Pi can inadvertently be damaged in the process of using it. This guide will try to cover the most commons ways, so you can steer clear of them. Even if the Raspberry Pi seems to be working fine, other odd issues can arise. This guide will also try to provide some guidance on how to help troubleshoot these.

But first...

...what is this Raspberry Pi thing? What is this little Linux computer that was given away for free on the cover of a magazine? And what should you expect from you adventures into the land of Pi?
Let's start there...
Expectations

The intent here is to provide some background on what the Raspberry Pi is and why it came into existence. Knowing what you’re dealing with is always helpful.

Why is there a Raspberry Pi?

It is important to remember some of the original motivations that brought the Raspberry Pi into existence. It was not akin to a company like Apple thinking up a cool glittery new product like an iPhone and then making and selling it. Instead, it was created by a relatively small group of people to help solve a perceived problem - the lack of an easily available computing device that people could use to gain direct hands on experience without spending a small fortune.

This led a computer scientist from Cambridge by the name of Eben Upton to try and create such a device. The story spans over many years and involved numerous contributors. It is worth hearing the whole thing:

In a simple quote, the motivation comes down to:

“We need to create a generation of producers not consumers.”

Eben Upton, 2013, Wired (https://adafru.it/Ege)

Consumers buy and use smartphones. Producers actually make the smartphones - and all the other techy goodness in our future world. There are lots of exciting technical details to learn. Basic electronics, I2C, SPI, and other interfaces, software to drive it all, etc. It’s essentially a journey of learning that never ends. Having a relatively cheap and easy to access device helps bootstrap this journey.

A key point in the requirements for the Raspberry Pi was that it cost only $25. This was to make it reasonably cheap to acquire. But also, the creators of the Raspberry Pi knew there was going to be a high potential for damaging the boards in the process of playing around with them. So they also did not want it be a large amount of money lost when the blue smoke monster showed up.

This price point was met. The original Model A was $25.

What is the Raspberry Pi?

It is basically the brains taken out of a smartphone and put on a board that gives you direct access to a lot of the brain’s functions. Think of it like this:
The real unique feature of the Raspberry Pi is the 2x20 row of header pins across the top. These are often referred to as the GPIO pins, or GPIO header, for General Purpose Input and Output. Those pins are directly connected to the brain. There's also a little heart - that's what provides power to the brain and everything else. It is also directly connected to the GPIO header in a few places.

So not only do you have direct access to the brain, you also have direct access to the heart. On other devices, like your smartphone, those connections are buried deep inside and you generally do not have access to them.

With great power...

There's a bit of a double edged sword to the Raspberry Pi's GPIO header. By giving direct access to the brain, you can do all kinds of amazing things. You can even connect to the heart to help power those things. This is what the Raspberry Pi was designed to allow you to do. However, there is no protection mechanism from damaging either the brain or the heart.

Don't let that prevent you from exploring what can be done. Simply understand this as the general nature of the way it is.

Read this guide for some general tips on how to care for your Raspberry Pi. Follow other guides carefully to make sure all connections are correct. And if you do somehow damage your Raspberry Pi, try not to get overly worried about it. It is never fun when this happens. But it is how we learn. And there is no substitute for the direct hands on experience you have gained.
Is a Raspberry Pi an Arduino?

No. But they are similar in that both provide you access to the brain taken out a device. Where the Raspberry Pi brain was taken from something like a smartphone, Arduino brains are more like what you would find in a microwave oven. They are intended for doing small simple tasks really well. With a Raspberry Pi, there are thousands of these kinds of tasks going on in a complex dance.

So why not just use a Raspberry Pi for everything? Pi's cost from $5 to $35 and Arduino's have about the same price range. So what's the dif?

Consider the task of talking to NeoPixels. This is done by sending out a digital signal with a tight timing requirement. The signal has to go high/low/high/low etc. just right for the NeoPixels to work. An Arduino can do that really well, since it has nothing else to do. However, on a Raspberry Pi, there's network stuff going on, maybe a web server is running, oh, and now someone is printing something out, and someone else just logged in remotely, cron jobs to check, now someone started playing an MP3, etc. With all that going on, a Raspberry Pi has a difficult time maintaining the timing requirements for the NeoPixels. Getting NeoPixels to work on a Raspberry Pi has been accomplished, but via a complex work around. Using NeoPixels on an Arduino board is a simple matter of writing and uploading a program.

So...Arduino's are really good for doing one or a few things very precisely. That's important in a lot of applications. Like driving NeoPixels!
General Care

These are basic guidelines to consider while using your Raspberry Pi. By knowing some of the common gotchas, hopefully you won't repeat them yourself.

Don't Get It Wet

Let's start with an fairly obvious and easy one - don't get it wet. Be careful not spill liquids on the board. It won't magically spit out hairballs that turn into more Raspberry Pi's the next day. Sorry. It will most likely destroy the Raspberry Pi. Not what you want.

Be Careful of Camera Flashes
This is an oldy but a goody. As far as we know, it only affects Raspberry Pi Model 2B's, circa 2015. But if you are having your Raspberry Pi reset when exposed to the xenon flash from a camera, then it might be this. Makezine has a good write up on it here:

https://adafruit.it/Egf

The fix is relatively simple - cover up the U16 component so the light can not reach it. The link above shows where to find U16. A more in depth nerdy write up was done by the Raspberry Pi Foundation and can be found here:

https://adafruit.it/Egg

Don't Short Header Pins

This row of header pins on the Raspberry Pi are its signature feature.

Connecting to these pins is an essential part of playing with the Raspberry Pi. However, accidentally "shorting" (directly connecting) these pins together can cause damage. This could happen when trying to connect wires, making measurements, etc.. Using something like a T-Cobbler with a ribbon cable can help make connections easier.

However, it is still easy to accidentally wire things incorrectly on the breadboard and end up shorting pins together.

Note:

- Connecting GND pins together is OK.
• Connecting 3.3V pins together is OK.
• Connecting 5V pins together is OK.

Don't Let 5V Touch Other Pins

The Raspberry Pi is a 3.3V device. This means it can not tolerate 5V on any of its pins. Be very careful not to do this, especially since there are two pins that output 5V.

Those two 5V pins are often used to power externally attached hardware, which is fine. You will probably connect to and use these pins. Just make sure that 5V doesn't get connected directly to any of the other GPIO header pins. Same with 5V coming from anywhere else.

Don't Short 3.3V Pins to Ground

You power the Pi with 5V via the micro USB connector. So where does this 3.3V come from? It comes from an on board voltage regulator. Be careful not to short these 3.3V pins to ground.

Doing so will very quickly damage the voltage regulator. And since the brain uses that 3.3V, it pretty much kills the Pi.
WARNING!

The Raspberry Pi, unlike your tablet or computer is a bare computer board - essentially like a person with the top of their head missing and the brains exposed. Sure it's fun to poke and prod, connect hardware and sensors directly to the GPIO pins on the Pi, but those have no protection circuitry on them!

Since pins are exposed its really easy for people to damage the Pi by static shock or misconnecting pins.

When using the GPIO pins, never connect the 5V or 3.3V power pins to ground, even for a moment! This will damage the regulator permanently. Also, never connect 5V or higher or less then 0V to any of the GPIO pins! This can also permanently damage the Broadcom processor.

Really, we mean it! Once you connect anything to the GPIO pins or touch them with your hands, the warranty is void! Be mindful when you use the GPIO, or be OK with the possibility you will be replacing the Pi.
Troubleshooting

When things don't seem to be working as expected, it's time to troubleshoot. These are some of the common tools and commands that come in very handy for this process. You can also post in the Adafruit Forums (https://adafruit.it/Egh) and we'll try and help as well.

If your Pi is not booting at all, this sticky in the Raspberry Pi forums is a good place to start.

Getting System Information

Knowing specifics of your operating system and hardware are very useful for troubleshooting. Here are some commands to use to get this information.

To figure out what version of Linux you are running, use:

```
uname -a
```

![Linux version output]

To get hardware details, use the following, `cat` is used to dump the contents of a file:

```
cat /proc/cpuinfo
```
The model info can also be found here:

```bash
cat /sys/firmware/devicetree/base/model ; echo
```

An `echo` was added to the above since the file apparently does not end on a new line. This just makes the output look cleaner.
Viewing System Log

There are actually numerous system log files (look in /var/log), but the basic kernel one, accessed with the command `dmesg`, is the first place to look. There can be a lot of output from running this command. Too much to fit on one screen. One option is to send the output to a file:

```
dmesg > dmesg.txt
```

And then you can view that file in a text editor, or upload it to the forums so support there can take a look.

Another option is to "pipe" the output to something like `more`, which will allow you to paginate through the listing:

```
dmesg | more
```

Another useful way is to filter for specific text using `grep` (the `-i` ignores case):

```
dmesg | grep -i some_text
```

Hmmm. My network cable is not plugged in. Guess that's why `eth0` is not ready.

And yet another way - this may be the most useful - is to only show the most recent output by using `tail`. This is good for when you are trying to do SomeThing and it's not working as expected. Try running the command before doing SomeThing:

```
dmesg | tail -10
```

and then do SomeThing and run the command again. This way you can see the operating system kernel messages associated with what happened when you did SomeThing. The `-10` limits it to the last 10 lines.

For example, how do I know my Raspberry Pi is even seeing my USB Thermal Printer when I plug it in? Well, run the command before plugging in the printer:
Nothing exciting, just boot messages about Bluetooth. What we are really interested in is what happens after plugging the printer in:

Cool. It saw a new USB device being attached, recognized it as pl2303 and attached it to ttyUSB0. That is all as expected. But if you got the same thing as the first output again - then nothing happened and something is wrong. Or maybe there would be messages that are flagged more as "error", etc.

**Note:**

- The numbers relate to time when message was logged. You can generally ignore them for basic checks like this.
- You can change `-10` to some other value to increase/decrease the number of lines shown.

**Is my I2C device there?**

A lot of breakout boards use I2C to communicate with the Raspberry Pi. Each I2C devices has a unique address. A quick way to check that the Raspberry Pi can see the connected device is to scan for the addresses of everything attached. To do that, use:

```
i2cdetect -y 1
```
The numbers that show up are the addresses, in hex. For the example above, something with the address 0x48 is seen. To find out what address your device should have, check the product page, or The List:

https://adafruit.it/EnK

Make Sure Power Is Good

Raspberry Pi’s have gotten more power hungry over the years, with the current high end models recommending a whopping 2.5 amps! The actual current consumption will vary depending on what the Raspberry Pi is doing, but you need to accommodate the worst case scenario. Maintaining a good voltage of 5V is also important. Some power supplies will drop in voltage as current draw goes up - even if they claim they are rated for that current.

How do I know if I have a good power supply?

It actually can be difficult to know. At a minimum, look for the label on the supply and check its voltage and current rating.
The power supply above has an output of 5.25 volts and is rated for 2 amps.

Make sure USB cable is good.

Another important factor for power is the USB cable being used to deliver it to the Raspberry Pi. Cheap charge only cables may have conductors that can only carry a couple 100 milliamps. Even if you have a good power supply, these cables will fail to adequately deliver it to the Raspberry Pi.

How do I know if I have a good USB cable?

This is even more difficult to check. Ideally, the cable itself will have a printed label that will indicate the gauge of the wires used.
The units will probably be AWG (American Wire Gauge [https://adafruit.it/Egi]). For the cable above, the wires are 28 AWG. For Raspberry Pi usage, that's probably about as thin as you want to go.

The thinner the cable, the higher the AWG number.

If you can't find a label on your USB cable, the only other option is to try other cables.

Use an updated operating system image.

The Raspberry Pi Foundation typically roles out a new release of their operating system with each new Raspberry Pi model. These updated releases are needed to be able to boot the latest models. So make sure you are running latest software with latest hardware.

You should get your operating system images from here:

- https://adafruit.it/fi7
- https://adafruit.it/fi7

If you are just starting out, it's best to steer clear of the Third Party images and use the main Raspbian distribution [https://adafruit.it/fQi]. Installation onto and SD card has become very easy:

- https://adafruit.it/jd0
- https://adafruit.it/jd0
Resources

Where to go for more information, help, or other resources.

The Adafruit Forums

Adafruit does not make the Raspberry Pi, so we can't cover everything. But you can always ask for help here.

https://adafruit.it/Egh
https://adafruit.it/Egh

The Raspberry Pi Foundation

These are the ones that make the Raspberry Pi. Go here for tons of information.

https://adafruit.it/Egd
https://adafruit.it/Egd

Most importantly, go here for getting the latest operating system images.

https://adafruit.it/fi7
https://adafruit.it/fi7

They also have a help forum.

https://adafruit.it/EgD
https://adafruit.it/EgD

GPIO Header Pinouts

What pins are what? This page is an excellent go to reference for the GPIO header pinouts.

https://adafruit.it/uFH
https://adafruit.it/uFH